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11:00:20      City Of Contrasts                                                                                      [silent]

11:00:55      LA El train run-by with skyscrapers in background
11:01:08      LA skyscrapers

11:02:10      Chinatown street scene
11:02:17      woman standing at door almost looking like silhouette, view from
                    inside building looking out at pedestrians walking by
11:02:30      Chinatown store signs
11:02:36      wedding in Chinatown?, camera behind crowded group waiting to see bride,
                    bride coming out of building, getting into car, car leaving

11:02:58      laundry hanging on rooftop, LA clothes drying on lines from
                    balcony to balcony of building
11:03:06      HA street vendors, outdoor sales of shoes, women looking for
                    pieces of cloth on table, women’s underwear on hangers
11:03:44      train as silhouette run-by with skyscraper in background
11:03:52      interior of trolley with passengers

11:04:02      street sign on pole: “42nd Street - Times Square” with buildings in background
11:04:06      view from inside bus of tour guide bus driver? talking to pedestrians walking by
11:04:02      con artists? playing tricks/demonstrating for groups of people gathered on street
11:05:18      CSs man unemployed for one year playing accordion and drum in street with posting of job
                    wanted ad on his drum set: “A Boon. Plasterer Wants A Job - 916 Bergen St.
                    Br.lyn” / “For References Call Hotel St. Regis, NYC I Worked There”, another man
                    walking in street playing on drum set on his back, elevated subway going past with
                    tall building in background, HA crowd standing around listening to man playing accordion
11:06:02      CS pedestrians walking by with billboards in background: “Chesterfield”
11:06:11      CS buckets being filled with water, POV from driver of horse approaching buckets,
                    CS horse drinking water from buckets, CS woman with dog
11:06:40      man behind counter of juice stand serving drinks, HA people at stand drinking
                    glasses of juice
11:06:54      SWISH PAN to man dressed in Arab clothes standing on sidewalk in front of steps
                    holding sign over his head advertising restaurant, CS face of man
11:07:16      SWISH PAN to sign: “Russian Village”, man in Russian clothes pacing back and forth
                    on sidewalk in front of club with photos of entertainers and article from magazine on
                    billboards
11:07:36      SWISH PAN to man dressed as British policeman pacing back and forth on sidewalk
                    in front of store
01:08:09      SWISH PAN to CSs of man in farmer’s clothes walking with rake and sign over his shoulder
                    advertising “Vegetarian Lunch”
11:08:17      SWISH PAN to concierge dressed as beefeater pacing back and forth on sidewalk
                    in front of restaurant, opening front door for customers
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11:08:49     SWISH PAN to man wearing top hat and monocle walking on sidewalk amongst other
                   pedestrians with sandwich board sign advertising :”...The Marlboro Cafeteria & Grill -
                   1359 Broadway

11:09:09      SWISH PAN to outdoor cage, sign: “Chatham Walk”, large outdoor restaurant with
                    waiters attending tables
                    people walking by gardens
                    view of bridge, other buildings
11:11:50      children playing on rooftop, getting wet, children in pool

11:12:35      street sign on pole: “Washington Square N - 5th Ave.”
11:12:39      view of Washington Square and park with traffic and pedestrians
11:13:04      statues at entrance of buildings
11:13:26      artists showing their paintings on sidewalks in Greenwich Village,
                    pedestrians looking at paintings, CUs paintings
11:13:53      LS pedestrians in street at fair or festival, flags hanging on every
                    pole in street, sign for Ristorante on corner, street vendors
11:14:11      man demonstrating device to children in street (looks like old radio),
                    food vendors
11:15:02      PAN from traffic to mansion
11:15:18      shanty town - man cutting wood with saw
11:15:38      man hanging a horse shoe on wall (amulet for good luck)
11:15:43      interior of man living in shack, another man sweeping
                    entrance of his dwelling
11:16:53      ticker tape parade

11:18:02      people on ferry, at beach, on boardwalk, at Coney Island in Luna
                    Amusement Park, rides

11:20:50      street lights and car’s headlights at dusk

11:20:53      quick views of neon signs at night: “Chin Lee - Dining & Dancing”, “A New
                    Triumph For Richard Dix In The Public Defender (1931) - RKO Mayfair”,
                    “The News Reel Theatre”, “B.F. Keith’s Palace - Biggest All Star Review In New
                    York - Kate Smith Lou Holtz WM Gaxton Lyda Roberti Lew Pollack”, “I.Miller
                    Beautiful Shoes”, “Maxwell House Coffee”, “New Amsterdam”, “Republic Burlesque”,
                    “Chevrolet - Pepsodent”, “El Cadillac”, “Fred & Adele Astaire Frank Morgan Helen
                    Broderick Tillyu Losch In The Band Wagon”, “Rialto”
11:21:27      POVs from audience of dancers and band members in Burlesque theater
11:23:04      HA LSs Times Square area at night with neon signs
-11:23:48     [An Irving Browning Picture]


